SLIM DARK MACASSAR

FLAT RED GLASS

RADIUS BEIGE

RADIUS SHINY WHITE

FLAT DARK LEATHER

FLAT VIOLET GLASS

SLIM DARK CAPITONE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

So Hard to Pick Just One!
PRESENTING THE ARMADI ART ACQUA COLLECTION OF
WALL-MOUNTED VANITIES
(Elmwood Park, NJ. December 22, 2015) Like sculptural masterpieces in a
modernist museum, the Armadi Art Acqua Collection by Topex Design showcases
an amazing array of inspired designs for today’s bathrooms with its remarkable
collection of wall-mounted vanities. This crisp and contemporary series is notable
for its modern sophistication as well as its expertly engineered design that
promises practical usability.
Wall-mounted vanities are popular for their space-saving properties, especially
in smaller bathrooms where square footage is precious. Topex Design puts a
fashion-forward spin on practicality with a stunning series of vanities that are the
epitome of luxury and refinement. With European manufacturing facilities, Topex
Design has the flexibility to offer a montage of customization options, from colors to
configurations. Within the collection are three series – Slim, Radius and Flat – each
with its own options for countertops, sinks, mirrors, medicine cabinets and linen
cabinets. There are 32 different finishes available, including back-painted glass,
leather and wood tones. All cabinets are made of solid aluminum construction
and are 100% waterproof. They arrive fully finished with no assembly required and
are easily adjusted during installation to the preferred height.
Presenting the contemporary classics of our century.
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ABOUT TOPEX
Topex Design brings exceptional
bath products to the high-end luxury
market. Offering products that influence the bath environment with a style
and flair that is exclusively European.
Headquartered just outside of New
York City, the company is a leading
supplier of European manufactured
luxury decorative hardware, accessories and bathroom furniture. Since 1974,
the boutique bathroom furniture has
been manufactured in Milan, Italy and
Istanbul, Turkey under the brand name
Antonio Valanti for discerning clientele
worldwide. From decorative cabinet
knobs adorned with Swarvoski crystals
to opulent bath vanities with mirrored
finishes and lush leather the collections
elevate the limits of bath design.
Visit TopexDesign.com to view their
entire product line.

